
POSITION DESCRIPTION

Mid-level web-app developer
Wattwatchers’ base of installed energy monitoring devices is growing rapidly. A key aspect of
our service delivery is the provision of tools to our customers to configure and manage the
devices they purchase and operate.

In addition to our customer-facing mobile and web dashboard apps, we currently provide two
webapps to support our customers’ needs:

1. An Onboarding tool that guides installers throughout the installation and commissioning
process, including configuring key device options and providing troubleshooting
warnings and guidance.

2. A Fleet Management tool that provides visibility of individual device health, alerts and
notifications related to system incidents, and multi-device views of installation issues
across a fleet.

The Web-app developer role is responsible for the maintenance and advancement of these
two tools. The emphasis of the role is on front-end development, but the role extends to the
specification and development of REST API functions supporting the apps.

About Wattwatchers

Overview

Wattwatchers is Australia’s leading digital energy platform, enabling consumers and industry
to maximise the benefits of renewable energy through energy data and control.

Wattwatchers’ technology enables fast, powerful and scalable solutions to monitor, analyse
and control electrical circuits in real time that are particularly suited to the rapid growth of
distributed energy resources (DER).

Wattwatchers has a strong social and environmental impact ethos as a core aspect of its
business operations.
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Digital Energy Platform

The Wattwatchers platform has 3 distinct elements:

1. Hardware: energy IoT devices are the foundation of Wattwatchers, with 40,000+ units
in the field. These devices deliver high-quality data, accurate to within 1%, to the cloud
in real-time.

2. Subscription Services: covering device communications, device management, data
availability and other value-add services which generate ongoing recurring revenue.

3. Software: an ‘app store for energy’, empowering electricity consumers to: (a) manage
and optimise the use of DERs (e.g. control on/off loads like electric hot water systems
and pool pumps) and (b) optimise the use of VPPs to deliver economic benefits and grid
stability.

Responsibilities

Primary
● Building new functionality for the front-end for the Onboarding and Fleet Management

apps, using Vue2 (with Webpack etc.)
● Maintenance of the existing web-based Dashboard application (also in Vue)
● Collaborative design and development of the Django/python-based (back-end for

front-end) API supporting the apps
● On-call to respond and rectify serious issues that arise during day-to-day operations

(e.g. system outages, serious system errors) in relation to these applications
● Design and evolve the system architecture to improve on factors such as increasing

performance, decreasing costs, and increasing system capability, in line with business
priorities and team capacity

● Participate in daily standups and other team coordination activities

Secondary
● Development coordination activities such as code reviews and deployments
● Contribute components to shared code and pattern libraries across all our applications
● Contribute to supporting documentation (e.g. app documentation on our Zendesk

(https://wattwatchers.zendesk.com/hc/en-au), supporting blog post/announcements,
technical partner email communications, internal documentation on Confluence etc.)
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● Contribute to Wattwatchers’ software development roadmap in relation to these
applications

● Contribute to discussions with the business development team in relation to specific
customer opportunities and requests for features etc.

● Collaborate with firmware and back-end developers to design and implement new
system capabilities

● Other tasks and actions as required or directed from time to time

It is important to note that Wattwatchers is a small, dynamic, growing, and efficient team, with
a strong “get in and get things done” ethos. As such there are likely to be tasks that fall outside
what is listed here but that you may pick up to meet our commitment to delivery and customer
satisfaction.

What this role isn’t
● Non-app-related backend development: The Senior Software Developer is responsible

for backend development outside the application API. They are also responsible for
more complex or “system level” tasks related to the application API. The Senior Software
Developer maintains overall responsibility for the application API (incl. ensuring system
stability etc.).

● DevOps: We have engaged the support of a DevOps provider for detailed management
of the AWS infrastructure and Kubernetes-based deployment management system.

● Product ownership: While you’ll have a strong influence over and input into the
infrastructure roadmap, management of the roadmap (prioritisation etc.) is the
responsibility of the Chief Innovation Officer, in consultation with the broader team and
CEO.

● Support: Some days will be more support-heavy than others, but generally this is
around an hour a day’s worth of effort.

Abilities & Experience

Required
● Strong skills delivering Javascript-based user interfaces using a component base

framework e.g. Vue2 (preferred) or React
● Excellent HTML+CSS skills to deliver a quality look and feel without over-reliance on

CSS/Javascript frameworks, including understanding of concepts such as transitions,
animations, flexbox etc.

● Experience working in a multi-developer project using git version management tools
(incl. remote repository services such as Bitbucket, Github etc.)

● Strong English written communication skills (for writing documentation, responding to
support requests etc.)
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● Experience working within a remote team, including collaboration tools e.g. Slack, Trello,
Miro (online whiteboard)

● Practical understanding of agile and traditional project management methodologies
(e.g. Scrum, waterfall etc.)

Desirable
● Experience with python coding, including ORM/API frameworks e.g. SQLAlchemy,

Django ORM, Flask etc.
● Familiarity with Atlassian tools (Bitbucket, JIRA, Confluence)
● Familiarity with the git-flow branching methodology
● Experience deploying code within a Continuous Integration system (working knowledge

of Codeship and Rundeck a bonus)
● Familiarity with remote error reporting tools (e.g. Sentry)
● A passion for transforming the energy sector in line with our mission
● An understanding of electricity fundamentals (e.g. current, voltage, etc.)

Other requirements
Wattwatchers is a 100% virtual team, with “opt-in” co-working facilities available in Sydney
and Brisbane. Short periods of interstate travel may be required (e.g. to attend whole-of-team
planning sessions etc.) Travel and accommodation expenses will be covered by Wattwatchers
in accordance with our Staff Travel and Accommodation Policy, and our COVID-safe plan.

Reporting

Reports to
Chief Innovation Officer (Grant Young)

Manages
No direct reports.

Key intra-company interactions
● Senior Developer, Infrastructure + APIs (Sacha Ventura)
● Senior Developer, Firmware and Device Operations (Tom McDermott)
● Mobile App Developer (Adriaan Stellingwerff)
● Support Engineer (Cristina Rennie)
● DevOps vendor (Panubo)
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Remuneration

Commensurate with the experience and dynamism of the successful candidate.

Interested?

Please send your initial application including CV and remuneration expectations to
jobs@wattwatchers.com.au
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